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What was the business problem?
Curatio is the world’s first prescription for social health. It’s a mobile
health platform that connects individuals with chronic health
issues to a circle of support, including family, friends, caregivers,
and medical professionals, with a goal of better managing
ongoing treatment and wellness. As the service accesses a range
of information resources, including personal health information,
it must comply with stringent regional and national data privacy
regulations.

What were the potential solutions?
We needed to have a cost-effective solution that also met the
confidentiality and privacy regulations of various jurisdictions in
Canada and around the world. As we moved closer to a marketready product, we also needed a way to demonstrate customized
versions of the platform to partners and potential funders.

Cloud Clip:
In a 2014 survey of DAIR users, the biggest benefit cited was
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accelerated time to market.

What solution was chosen?
DAIR was the perfect solution for us. It allowed us to keep our data
in Canada, to manage our costs and to develop and demonstrate
customized user platforms. And as we are building a platform for
a global market, it allowed us to demonstrate the product at scale,
and to do it quickly.

Cloud Clip:
Most companies that migrated to the cloud in 2014 reported
that they now have more predictable costs and faster access
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to advanced features and capabilities.

What was the result?
We were able to successfully showcase our product so that
partners signed on to the platform, and we have been successful
in attracting the funding we need to grow the company and focus
on new markets outside Canada. DAIR helped reduce our time to
market and allowed us to demonstrate our product at a low cost,
with maximum flexibility. Since the DAIR cloud is in Canada, we
complied with data privacy and confidentiality regulations.

Digital Accelerator for Innovation and
Research - DAIR Program
Designed to give Canadian entrepreneurs a
competitive edge, DAIR provides free access
to high performance cloud resources without
hidden costs. DAIR enables small businesses
to accelerate product development while
reducing cost by leveraging the scale, speed
and agility of cloud resources.

Find out more at
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http://www.itworldcanada.com/article/top-5-cloud-barriers-for-most-businesses/177871#ixzz3TdmGoFFd
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